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Regional Outreach List
- Berry Creek Rancheria
- Enterprise Rancheria
- Greenville Rancheria
- Honey Lake Maidu Tribe
- Konkow Valley Band of Maidu
- Maidu Summit Consortium
- Mooretown Rancheria
- Susanville Rancheria
- Tsi-Akim Maidu

Contacts List Include 26:
- Tribal Council
- Administration
- Environmental Directors
- Tribal Historic Preservation Officer

Current MOU Signatories
- Susanville Rancheria
- Maidu Summit Consortium
Tribal Governments & UFR Engagement Strategy
UFR Tribal Engagement Activities

- Tribal Engagement Plan (TEP)
- Integrate Tribal concerns throughout the IRWM Plan update process
- Identify needs & Encourage Tribal Participation
  - Council meetings
  - Discuss Tribal Issues & concerns, esp. water related needs
  - Identify opportunities to improve conditions
  - Interview questions to identify needs & encourage Tribal participation: Create & Administer
- Assist Tribes in development of Tribal projects
Tribal Engagement Plan (TEP) – DRAFT 1

Native American Representative

Advised by the UFR Tribal Advisory Committee (TAC): adhoc meetings meet 1 week prior to RWMG - all UFR Tribes invited

Counties & Tribes Consultation relationship encouraged

Join Workgroups & report back at UFR TAC meetings

At RWMG include TAC report as standing item

Public Comments

Recommendations directly to RWMG
Complete Tribal Engagement Plan (TEP) living document & align with SIP/UFR Timeline

Tribes join Workgroups

Tribes individually and TAC complete issue area selection process

MOU update when under review

Update IRWM plan: White papers & baseline information

Questionnaire

Tribes identify projects - individually & TAC

Work with RWMG to post resources online
Thank you!
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